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ABSTRACT
Cataly c reac ons
make modern life possible.
Nearly half the nitrogen in our
bodies has been through an
industrial Haber-Bosch reactor
and touched the surface of an
iron catalyst to make ammonia
for fer lizer. While we simply
could not feed the 7.5 billion
people on the planet without
this chemical process it represents nearly 2% of our global
energy consump on. In heterogeneous catalysis the nanoscale structures at the surface of a metal or metal oxide
control the rates of diﬀerent
reac on steps. For making
chemical processes more energy eﬃcient we need a fundamental understanding of how
these surface nanostructures of
the catalyst can be manipulated

to accelerate the reac on
mechanism in the desired direc on.
Transient kine cs provides a
unique approach to understand
how the surface of industrial
materials control chemical reac on networks. The TAP
(Temporal Analysis of Products)
reactor system is a pulse response experiment that examines probe molecule interacons with the complex surface
of industrial materials directly
from an applica on se ng.
Though these experiments are
conducted at condi ons far
removed from the industrial
process, simple probe molecule
reac ons help us discriminate
how similar catalyst composi-

ons are diﬀerent at a fundamental
level. For example, addi on of small
amounts of cobalt to the surface of
iron creates a material with be er
kine c proper es for ammonia decomposi on than either iron or cobalt alone. We can learn a lot about
the ammonia synthesis process by
observing the reac on in reverse. At
a global level the bimetallic material
performs be er, transient kine c
experiments using ammonia as a
probe molecule will be presented
that tell us why.
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Dr. Fushimi is a research scien st at Idaho Na onal Laboratory working in the area of catalysis and
materials characteriza on. Her research is focused on using transient kine cs and the study of dynamics in chemical systems to understand gas/solid interac ons at a fundamental level. She is an
expert in the TAP (Temporal Analysis of Products) technique, of which there are less than 20 systems
globally. Using TAP and other dynamic techniques her research group inves gates selec ve oxidaon, dehydrogena on, reforming reac ons and ammonia synthesis on supported metals and mixed
metal oxide catalysts. A main theme of this eﬀort is to use a top-down approach to complexity of
chemical systems by characterizing ultra-sparse perturba ons in composi on with intrinsic kine c
descriptors. This provides fundamental informa on of how new materials can be used more eﬃciently control the individual steps of a chemical reac on.
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